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The jury was out only "a few moments," and returned a ver-
dict of guilty on the second count, that of having the note in his
possession and intending to use it.

Before sentence was passed the following morning, Defense
Attorney Glaspell appeared for John Harrington and moved for
an arrest of judgment. He argued the insufficiency of the indict-
ment in that it did not allege the defendant had knowledge that
the obligation in his possession was a forged obligation. Judge
Thomas heard the argument and suspended sentencing the ac-
cused until the next term of United States Court at Fargo. At-
torneys were told to present briefs of the law on the subject and
final arguments and the case would be decided then. Glaspell
had bought his client another ten weeks in jail. On June 1, John
Harrington, "the Grafton dealer in counterfeit money" was fined
$250.00. He had been in jail since December.

Coda

Two boys, aged fourteen and seventeen years, purchased an
accordian in Grand Forks on October 17; they paid for the in-
strument with a $10 bill, which turned out to be one of the Graf-
ton coupons. They received $5 in change and disappeared.
Grand Forks police searched all day and were unable to find the
"youthful financiers." Police finally did geta lead that the boys
were from Fisher, Minn., and Officer Hans Ellingson was sent
over to bring them back for trial.

The boys were located in Fisher, but upon advice of the local
marshal they refused to return to Grand Forks. The boys did
return the money they received in change and, although it was
not reported in the newspaper it is supposed. the accordian. The
boys said they got the bill from a Grafton blind pig operator. ■

NOTE:

A detail not known when "Two Discount Coupons From Dakota
Territory" was published : Paper Money, Vol. 22, No. 1. Jan./Feb.,
1983.
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Series 1923 One Dollar Silver Certificate
Changeovers

F237/238, H59/60
by

Robert M. Lane

ECENTLY I acquir !d the F237/238, H59/60
changeover pair of the 1923 $1 silver certificates.

  Curiosity compelled me to look for the earliest possible
pair of changeovers in this series, and I was determined, if possi-
ble, to find the lowest serial number block. When I first pur-
chased this block from Graeme Ton, Jr., he mentioned that he
thought it was a very early changeover.

Chuck O'Donnell called Nancy Green, librarian of the
American Numismatic Association and she immediately sent
over two articles from The Numismatist of 1928. In the
November issue of that year the following observation was
printed:

Farran Zerbe reports that a novelty for collectors has been
discovered on the notes introducing Woods' name; in that
pane, sets of four notes bear numbers between panes of
notes with Speelman's name.

An illustrative set is at hand, says Mr. Zerbe. Three panes
of four notes each, are numbered X53742489D, —90, 91
and 92, Speelman: 93, 94, 95 and 96, Woods, and 97, 98.
99 and 00, Speelman. All of these are the left-hand pane
with location letters A, B, C, D. The same novelty appears
on right-hand panes with location letters E, F, G, H.

Credit is due an alert numismatic eye for the discovery.
The various notes with Speelman's name numbered relating
to, but higher than, notes with Woods' name that have been
seen show that a good quantity of the novelty was issued.

In the December issue of The Numismatist of 1928, William
A. Philpott. Jr. states that his Dallas Club had discovered the
Y-D blocks, and they were the left hand panes with the location
letters of A, B, C and D. The last two figures were identical with
those cited by Mr. Zerbe in New York. The numbers were:
Y70252889D. 90, 91 and 92 with Speelman signatures:
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Y70258893, 94 and 95 with Woods signatures; and
Y70258897, 98, 99 and [9100 with Speelman signatures.

Once again I wrote to the ANA, this time Tom Acker came up
with an article from Paper Money, Vol. 10, 1971. This article
was written and documented by the well known writer and re-
spected dealer Frank Nowak. The article is entitled, "Series of
1923 One Dollar Bills." Mr. Nowak lists all observed block letter
combinations. In Table II the observed block letter combinations
were: AB, DB, EB, HB, KB, MB, NB, RB, TB, VB, XB, YB,
ZS, AD. BD. ED, HD, KD, MD. ND, RD, TD, VD, XD, YD,
ZD. AE, BE and *D. Signatures on these notes are Harley V.
Speelman, Register of the U.S. Treasury and Frank White,
Treasurer of the United States.

In Table III of Mr. Nowak's article the observed block letter
combinations are: VD, XD, ZD, AE, BE, and *D. Signatures on
these notes are Walter 0. Woods and Frank White. I do not
know why the BB block was not used. However, I believe that
Mr. Nowak's reasoning on double alphabetic blocks does make
sense.

I personally believe, along with Graeme Ton, that the WD
block was not used as that was the split when the Bureau of
Engraving and Printing changed the signatures from the F237,
H59 to F238, F160. To highlight this change of signatures, they
intended on starting with block XD on the F238, H60, skipping
from block VD to XD. Somehow, and probably because the
BEP might have had some "holdover" plates from the F237,
H59, some VD blocks were issued with the Woods-White signa-
tures.

Mr. Nowak lists in Table III the observed low serial number
V78216282D with the signatures of Woods—White on F238,
H60. My changeover pair has the serial number V78018892D
for the F238, H60; this is 197,390 lower than the figure cited by
Mr. Nowak.

Location letters of A, B, C and D were listed by Mr. Philpott
and those of A, B, C and D, as well as E, F, G and H by Mr.
Zerbe. Signatures were not mixed on a sheet. For instance the
sheet that would be F237, H59 would all have Speelman-
White signatures, and a sheet of F238, H60 would have
Woods-White signatures. The notes would receive the signa-
tures on the second printing. Then the sheet of notes was in-
serted for a third printing of serial numbers, seals, and for these
large size notes. the series. The serial numbers would be con-
secutive, but the sheets were prepared as all F237, H59, or, all
F238, H60. Therefore, some of the consecutive numbered
notes would have different signatures. The end result would be
that any changeovers would be the first or last note combined
with the first or the last note of the following sheet. Accordingly,
all changeovers would have position codes AD, DA, EH or HE;
my pair has position code AD.

Further, in Table II of his article Mr. Nowak lists the highest
face plate number as 8303; my pair has face plate numbers
A7803 on serial number V78018893D and D62 on serial num-
ber V78018892D. The highest plate number in this case may or
may not make a difference. The fact that my changeover of
F238, H60 with serial number V78018892 is 197,390 lower
than the serial number listed as low in the Nowak article.
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Mr. Zerbe and Mr. Philpott both noticed their changeovers
five years after the series was issued. It becomes obvious that my
VD block precedes both of these blocks and the serial number of
my notes are the lowest serial numbers of all the blocks
mentioned.

Finally, I think that I have produced some very conclusive
evidence that I not only have the earliest known F237/238,
1-159/60 changeovers, but very possibly have the ORIGINAL
changeovers. I will continue to feel this way until proof to the
contrary is presented by person or museum.

I have had great fun compiling this information with the help
of others, and feel more than ever that in doing such research
the value of my $1 silver certificate 1923 VD block of the
F237/238, H59/60 changeovers will certainly be enhanced.
not so much monetarily, but as a unique collectible. ■
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THE END     

1935
Mar. 11. The printing of National Bank Currency Ser.

1929 was suddenly stopped, about 11 A.M.
Orders on presses were not finished.

Orders for Bot. Dis. Spirits and Revenue were
immediately put on presses. 

(entry in a Bureau of Engraving and Printing
diary found by Peter Huntoon)
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